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Question
Show that the centre of mass of a right circular cone of radius r and height




A missile is to be constructed from two parts. The propulsion unit is ef-
fectively a cylinder of radius r, height H and density
ω
2
. The warhead is
situated in the nose cone, which is a right circular cone of radius r, height h
and density ω.
Show that the centre of mass of the missile is at a distance
(H2 + 4Hh+ h2)
2(3H + 2h)
from the base of the propulsion unit.
Hence show that if H = h = h
5r
4
and the missile is placed on a perfectly
rough slope inclined at an angle of less than
pi
4
between its axis of symmetry




By symmetry centre of mass is along axis of symmetry of cone at (x¯, 0)



































































Let centre of mass of composite body be at (x¯c, 0) (by symmetry).
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3H2 + 4Hh+ h2
2(2h+ 3H)
as required.











Assuming centre of mass ≈ centre of gravity, we have that the critical point
of toppling occurs when centre of mass lies just outside base of missile,
i.e., tan θ =
r
r
= 1⇒ θ =
pi
4
Any angle greater than this and the missile topples over.
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